
The Bible and Me Class 2, Part 1 

 

1. Review 

a. The Bible is the only outside reference point for Jesus followers. It’s the way we 

work for unity in the faith and avoid going off on our own tangents. 

i. It’s the only way to actually evaluate the themes that different streams 

of Christianity promote (how do we do that?) 

ii. But we don’t have to exaggerate its qualities in order to view it as 

authoritative and reliable 

iii. We don’t have to use words like infallible and inerrant to have 

confidence in this message; When God partners with people, there will 

be errors 

iv. We don’t have to fill all the gaps that Scripture leaves open 

b. The Grand Canyon: Every time we walk around a bend, we see another whole 

view; every time we climb or descend we see another angle 

c. The Blueprint: It tells us that there is a Grand Plan, a Grand Narrative 

i. This idea keeps us from going off on our pet usages of the Bible like: 

finding promises, finding commands, finding inspiring sound bytes, 

finding history, finding data, finding whatever I feel I need  

ii. A pilot flying in cloud: our senses are not adequate to know what’s up 

and what’s down; there has to be a reliable external reference 

d. Inspiration is a beautiful partnership between God and humans; revelation is 

God revealing himself; Scripture is the witness of that revelation, and gives us 

the meaning and implications—if we will seek it out 

2. Cognitive dissonance: what do I do when information contradicts what I want to 

believe? Copernicus and Galileo; Martin Luther; If I’m wrong, do I want to know it?  

3. Meta-Narrative, or Grand Narrative: “an overarching account or interpretation of events 

and circumstances that provides a pattern or structure for people’s beliefs and gives 

meaning to their experiences” 

4. What does it mean to be aware of our own version of the Bible’s Grand Narrative?  

a. Do we need to “Dig Deeper” into the Bible? How about we back off a little and 

try to understand the GN? 

i. The story behind the stories 

ii. The over-arching explanation 

iii. The “why” of any event or discourse 



 

b. How do we find a GN? Can we be “cherry pickers”? Is this a large collection of 

verses? 

c. What was the Grand Narrative of the Jews of Jesus’ time, of the Apostles? 

d. In different ages, people have derived different narratives from the Bible, 

mostly in response to their world and worldview. 

i. Is the Bible such a magical, powerful tool that it just adapts to whatever 

we are experiencing and becomes what we need for our time? Or,  

ii. Are we supposed to discover the unchanging narrative and adapt to 

that? 

e. Has our telling of the Grand Narrative come off the rails? 

5. Various caricatures of the Grand Narratives derived from the Bible and/or culture: 

a. What people hear in our message often becomes a caricature of the real 

message; when we mainly focus on a feature of the message, we encourage 

people to create an unreal caricature of the message 

 

b. The Bible tells you what is right and wrong; so just read it and obey;  

i. Adam and Eve: this is just an arbitrary set of rules—like telling a dog not 

to eat the cookie yet 

ii. Obedience will turn into love; Really? 

c. Just understand the principles of life, and you can control your world; you can 

replace a relationship with God for a relationship with the Bible 

d. You are amazing, and God wants to affirm you and fulfill your dreams 

e. You need spiritual power; God is the best source 

f. Everyone needs spirituality, a religion, and this is the best one available (like, 

everyone needs a car, and Fords are the best) 



6. Or, What about a Grand Narrative like this? 

 

a. Everything God does is to create fellowship, communion and partnership with 

the people he loves; and to abide, live, dwell with those people in complete 

shalom (peace, harmony, wholeness, completeness, prosperity, welfare and 

tranquility) 

i. God With People: The idea of temple, tabernacle, is the theme from 

beginning to end; the temple is where heaven and earth join; the 

temple is the illustration that heaven and earth actually overlap and are 

interconnected 

 

ii. The incarnation is the most amazing expression of this narrative 

 

iii. “the kingdom is near you”, not far; in you—not only in eternity 

 

iv. The phrases that Jesus and the apostles used so much: the “message of 

the kingdom”; “the kingdom of God”; which doesn’t just mean 

“heaven”; “thy Kingdom come” 

 

v. Justice: God intends to put the whole world right. He launched that by 

the resurrection, we live in that project in the present, and we can be 

part of the completion of it 

 

vi. Because of our sin and rebellion, God’s plan must include 

reconciliation—so that abiding is possible 

 

vii. The irony is that people crave that shalom, that justice, that abiding, but 

invest in finding it in every way except that which God intended 

 

viii. The business of being “fellow workers with God”  for the redemption of 

the entire creation;  

 

ix.  “Jesus is the unexpected sovereign through whom the world is being 

put right.” NTW 

b. So what is the first question, or the primary lens through which I begin reading 

scripture? Everything God does is to create fellowship, communion and 

partnership with the people he loves; and to abide, live, dwell with those people 

in complete shalom. 

 

7. What’s the real difference? Meditate on it until you get it. 

a. Read the Bible watching for how the Grand Plan is illustrated and taught 

b. Develop a conscious habit of being a co-labourer with God 

c. Meditate and pray in that consciousness  

d. Practice saying “yes” 



Class 2, Part 2:  What do we do with the various types of literature and writings? 

 

8. We are usually taught that the main goal is to know the content of books, chapters, and 

verses; this approach often derails us 

 

9. Overview of the literature used: Narrative, Poetry, Prose/discourse 

a. Narrative (502 chapters) characters, conflict, and resolution in time and place 

b. Poetry (387 chapters) definition: a kind of language that says more and says it 

more intensely than normal language; rhythm, more metaphor, change of 

sequence, imagination, emotion;  example of comparison: Ex 14(narrative) and 

Ex 15 (poetry); to release your imagination 

c. Prose-Discourse (300 chapters) 25%; non-fiction, essays, to get the listener to do 

something by persuading them with argument or facts; engaging the logical 

rational capabilities; is this; Dt, Ecc, Eph,  

 

10. The layers of the biblical narrative:  

a. Grand narrative, the main scenes,  

b. The individual stories, the individual events; Jonah: Everything God does…; 

Jonah doesn’t get the plan; he’s swallowed, he still doesn’t get the plan 

c. Sub-plots; mini-plots 

 

11. The components of Narrative: Character, Setting, Time, Plot sequence;  

 

12. The function of biblical Narrative: we are presented with events, along with an 

interpretation of those events; 

 

13. Techniques of Narrative: biblical authors have a highly developed sense of the meaning; 

any time one retells an event they are contributing to the understanding of the meaning 

of that event; same with painting or photo; where you place the tree in a photo helps 

define the meaning of that tree in the story 

a. Description of characters 

b. Portrayal of setting 

c. Portrayal of time 

d. Plots, sequence, mini plots: characters in a plot in a setting 

e. Using key words to link characters and stories together 

 

14. Finding the meanings in Narrative: 

 

a. Different cultures use narrative differently, different authors use it differently 

 

b. We are reading a representation of the experience or event, a portrayal 

i. The painting Rene Magritte: The Treachery of Images 

 

ii. “a photo of a tree is a good example of the distinction between a text 

and the event depicted in it. A photo is a representation of a tree, but it 

does not have bark, nor is the sky behind the tree a real sky…we don’t 

say the photo is inaccurate because it only shows one side of the tree…”  



 

c. Photos of scenes we have seen feel so inadequate in representing it; the same 

with the telling 

 

d. The biblical style is simplistic, but not simple; it doesn’t seem profound at first 

 

e. The first time through, we may not think about the various clues to meanings; 

but the third time through, we can begin to see much more about meaning 

 

f. Are these stories true? What do we mean by that question? The biblical authors 

don’t only want to say “this happened”; they are more concerned with saying 

“this happened, and this is the meaning and the message you ought to get.” 

 

15. What cautions do we need when looking for gems in a narrative? 

a. Quoting characters as if they are speaking God’s words 

b. Transporting responses and actions into our time and place 

 

16. Reading the story of Jonah: Your assignment for this week: 

a. Begin by staying on the rails when you read it, as one story, not as chapters 

b. How does it illustrate God’s plan, his character, his desires, his purposes? 

c. How do the characteristics of the story help me focus on the meanings? 

d. Meditate:  

i. What about missing information? What does that indicate? 

ii. What might the ancient listeners and readers have concluded? 

iii. How do these thoughts stimulate my view of God’s plan, and my 

cooperation with God’s plan? 


